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Recently, there has been a flurry of attention paid to.the

brain sciences, especially those concerning the processes and mech-
.

anisms of the cerebral hemispheres. Several arttcles have appeared

which attempt to link composition and hemisphere functeon. Most

of the articles, such as those by Janet Emig (1978), Howard Gard-

Ny ner and Ellen Winner (1981), Benjamin Glassner (1981), and W. Rosa

Winterowd (1979) have been concerned with describing and under-
.

standing the contribution of the right hemisphere to the writing

process. Their work is fascinating, but because it is necessarily

highly speculative, it has received a mixed response, including

A .enthusiasm, bewilderment, and suspicion. Those who have ventured

into 'this area of inquiry have generally found it so exhilarating

that they may indeed occasionally mak& soMewhat exaggerated or

reductive claims.
1 For that, allowances must be made considering

that they are pioneering a new interdisciplinary field, mapping

out new intellectual terrain.

In this paper we will not deal with the selective contribUtions

of the left and right hemispheres to the writing process; we will

focus on what may be a more basic question for the neurolinguistic

foundations of the writing process, namely, on the relation between

reading and writing. This information is important because tacit

and Possibly unwarranted assumptions about that relation underlie

--------thethear4e-s- and-pedagegies which govern ehese processes.

While therf has been a great deal of conjecture and discUssion

on'the similarities and differences between oral language and written

language,
2 the complex and dynamic relation between reading and

writing as variant processes involved with written language has
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not, until recently, received much scrutiny. Many researchers

in the neurosciences Use the'term "written languagei' to refer

indiscrimifiately to reading or writing or both. Alternately,
-

educators have sometimes treated writing and reading as almost un-

related phenomena. Some researchers who have attempted to define

the relation between.reading and writing such as William H. Gaddes,

have suggested that: "In a simplistic sense, reading and writing

are reverse neuropsychological processes" (Gaddes, 1980, 260).

'yinally, there is,a common tendency among theorists and educators

alike, to treat reading as primary, and writing as a skill, or

be ter a set of skills, which is hierarchically dependent on the

es, ablished presence of reading skills.
3

,,Thuslit is-,a common

educational practice to' teach writing only after a child has mastered

the rudiments of reading. The neurolinguistic evidence we offer

in this paper tries to clarify and challenge these4assumptions.

Therefore, we claim 1) that reading and writing are related in

neurolinguistically,specifiable ways, but 2) that they do not seem

to be simple inverses of'each other, and 3) they do not seem clear-

ly hierarchically dependent on one another.

There is rdoubt that reading and writing are highly inter-

active processes, and that both utilize some cl_the_

psychological mechanist 'Ais.is borne out, for example, by the

neurolinguistic evidence on the combined disturbance of reading and'

writing, a syndrome called "alexia With agraphia (alexia means

"readirlg disIrder," agraphia means "writing disorder"). The syn-
.

drome is caused by a lesion in the angular gyrus, in the parietal
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lobe of the left or dominant side of the brain. (See Figure 1,

page 4) People with this syndrame can speak 'and understand speech

quite well, but their ability to read and write selectively

and severely disturbed. Although these patients can oft0 Compre-..

hend spoken language normally, they generaily cannot comprehend

words that are spelled to them, nor can &ley spell words aloud

(Benson and Geschwind; 1969, 411).

In alexia with agraphia then, reading and writing are equally

impaired. Geschwind points out, for example, that "the individual

14ho is able to,read a few letters at i.few words will also write a

few letters or a few words" (Benson and Geschwind, 410), but he

sees the general effect of the lesion as "reducing the patient to

a state of illiteracy" (Benson and Geschwind, 413). 'These specific

deficits in reading, writing, and spelling 4 have in common the in-
.

ability to make visual-verbal associations, which are sometimes

called grapheme-morphdme or grapheme-phoneme transcodings. 'fhis

operation which seems to be mediated by the 'angular gyrus, is fun-
.

damental to all three of ,these processes at some point.

Interestingly enough, however, reading 'and writing,are not

always equally impaired after damage to the language areas of the

left or dominant hemisphere. The classic syndrome of Broca's

Aphasia, for example, gives us evidetme to sugge'st.that reading

and writing are neurolinguistically distinct in certain respects.
,

Broca's Aphasia is a language disturbance which is the result

of damage to Broca's area (which is in the frontal lobe of the

language side o the brain).(See Figure 2, page 5) Broca's
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BROCA'S APHASIA

SPEECH: effortful, slow.

content words better than function words.("agrammatism";

"telegraphic speech").,

reading aloOd: bee/oar better than be/or

CM4PREHENSION:
. \

Good, for such questions as "Is the sourde of illumination

in this room incandescent?" and for ordlnary

conversaeiqn.

Problems where grammar is crucial, as in
reversible passives ("The lion was killed by the tiger");

suffixes ("That's my rilther's brother. Is it a man or

* a Woman?"); .

prepositions, with certain word order
("Touch the comb with the pencil" --wrong response;
"With the pencil, touch the comb" --right response).

REPETITION:

easy: "Constitution"
hard: "It is here."

harder: "Is it here?"
hardest: "No if's and's or but's."

' WRITING: same deficit as speech.

FACIAL APRAXIA ("pretend to blow out a match")

'SINGING (witliout words) PRESERVED

SITE OF LESION: Froneal lobe;

Large lesion around Broca's area.

Broca aphasia composite5. Lateral -composite
shOws large prerolandic involvement. Dotted lines indicate
lesions deep to, but not in, teMporal lobe. Cross-sectional
composite demonstrates cortical and deep involvement in
Broca area on slices B and BAN and .large lesion size in
frontopa del atareas-on higher-slices,Tho-Wernickaarea's
spared (n = 3).

Figure 2

(from Naeser & Hayward, 1978),
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aphasics have considerable difficulty producing speech,although the

actual physical mechanisms which,underlie speech production are

intact. They also have tremendous difficulty with grammar, and

thus their'speech is labeled "telegraphic" or "agrammatic" because

it is largely limited to.content wonds such as nouns, verbs, or

adjectives.

But in spite of-the severe problem with grammar, the Broca's

aphasic has very good comprehension where conteni words,end con

textual words carry the meaning. They respond quickly and accur-
.

ately,to questions like "Is the source of illumination in tilis

room incandescent?" They do howetier, have trouble understanding

sentences.in which the grammar is complicated or the meaning is
4.

not evident from context, such as rever§ibIle passives, as."The

lion was killed by the tiger." In flt, it is easier for them to

'repeat a phrase like "Royal Irish Constabulary" than-a,simple

sentence like "Is he here?" j
The dfficits in reading and writing apparent in Broca1 ls

Aphasia parallel the def,icits we have described cri the compre-

hension and production of speech. With reading there is the same

ppoblem of content wc4ds versus gramma ical words. It is not un-

common to see patients who can read the word bee and the wora

oar, but who are unable to read the granatical words be and' or.-,

Yet reading comprehension, like speech comprehension is quite pos- (

sible in spite of the severe grammatical, problem, whereas viting

ith no grammar is much more unsatisfic-tory. This is strong

evidence to dispute the assumption that writing and reading are

10
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nearly identical, albeit inverse prdcesses. We can read and Under-

stand sentences which contain Ards we have never seen before, but

we cannot write such sentences (except for'gibberish or lexical 4

.

inventians). 'We are good _readers if we can understand sentences

in. which every'fifth wrd has been deleted; we are poor writers

, if our writing always, seems to be lacking every fifth word. Broca's

aphasici'can understand sentences where the grammar is unrecoghiz-

, able to them. BUt for writing, both in the pathological and the

normal case, we not only need greater control over vocabulary and

clarity of thoug4t.

In Broca s Aphasia then, reading comprehension can bip retained

.do a reasdnable degree, while spontaneous writing andlwriting to

-dictatkon are almost completely limited to,the production of con-
y

tent words, and thus are'severely affected. The evidence from

Broca's Aphasia helps to refute claims dhat the processes oi read-
.

ing and T..)riting are inseparable, or Simple inverses of each other,

but is not incompatible with the idea of hierarchical ordering

. between the two, with writing the most easily disrupted linguistic
. . , \

/Unction, anil reading a more fiihaditental, mrit-thus less -vulnerable
44

set of skills.

However, there is another neurolinguistic syndrame'which does.

in certain respeet contradict the .notion of a hierarchical de- .

pendence between the two pesses. The syndrome is called "alexia

without agraphia" which means th.4t the ability to write spontate-

ously and to dictation-it well'preserved, even though 6he ability

.

to read, even ones own writing, is completely or nearly complete y

11 .



ldst (Albe'rt, et al; 1981). Though the anatomy of this lesion is

fairly complex (See Figure 3, page 9), the deficit can be ex-
,

plained relatively simply. What happens is that visual information

(that'is, words to be read) which has been received in the visual

cortex of the occipital lobe, is cut"off frAm the fully intact

language'areas of the left,hemisphere. Because the angular gyrus

is preserved, oral spelling an& the recognition of orally spelled

words is normal, as is the writing, although there may be minor
,

errors in orthography (Alleext, et al, 114). The4occurrence of this

. syndrome strikingly supports the partial dissociation of reading
44.. 11.

and writing as neuropsychological processes, and most directly

.contradicts the notion that ond mist be able to read in order to

learn to write.

Pedagogy, of course, is quite different fromApathology. What

implications for pedagogy can we draw from this.neurolipguistic

el.lidence? <Let us focus' on two cases in which our neurolinguistic

considerations give us ehe tools'to initiate acritical evaluation

f some of the assumptions that underlie rea:ding'and writing'peda-.

lbasfc consideration of.reaaing and writing pedagogy is:

wAther reading and writing are related.hierarchically so that,

reading is seen as fundamental aneshould be taUght first. This

is an assumption of many curricula, and for example, the'pdsition

of Myklebust (1964) and Margaret Clark (1976), yho ai.e influential

theorists.

The neurolinguistic evi*lce has suggested that this position

is not necessarily correct: compe:tenc in reading does mit have

to precOe acquisition of writing as the two proceieses can be made

1 2
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to be somewhat independent. In fact, there is also pedagogical

evidence that it can be fruitful to concentrate on teaching writ-

ing first as a road to reading, as it is done by such different

approaciles as- that of Romalda Spaulding (1969) who uses an atom-

istIc approach, and Donald Graves (1979) whO advocates a holistic

.approach, and as it is done in the context of foreign'language

teaching by.Emile de Sauze. As Sean Walmsley points out:

Some authors (e.g., Aston Warner, 1953; Chomsky,

1971, Graves, 1979) have successfully demon-

_strated that children can begin to write before

they read, having'acquired suffidient knowledge

of the orthographx,(albeit not necessarily the

standard version) to produce comprehensible

written stories well in advance of their ability .

to read conventional text. (Walmsley, 1982, 26)

Indeed, Glenda Bissex's recent'extensive Clse study of her son's

acquisition of reading and writing offers major support for the

contention that reading and writing are interactive yet in cer

tain respects separable processes. As she writes in her preface:

"Since Paul became.:a fluent writer (using his own spelling sys-

tem) before he became a fluent reader, I have described his devel-
.

opment in writing first and then his growth in reading. The

procesies seem separable though onry in some ways separate."

(Brssex, 1980, viii)

Also, the question arises as to how one can justify teaching

- writing first, if, as we have argued; it seems in some respects

,

A.
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more complex than reading, and as Chedru and Geschwind (1972) -

,

have termed it, the more "fragile" of the two processes. The

answer lies in examining the assumption that writing (or reading

for that matter) is a unitary process. Actually the literature

on writing frequently lumps together as one process such disparate

aspects of writing as copying alien scripts of languages one does

not know, copying letters oi words in one's own language, taking

dictation, writing lists and letters, writing poetry,.or even

dictating novels to a machine. The neurolinguistid evidence

indicates that some of these aspects of writing can b& selectively

impaired or preseryed in pathology. The implication is that one

could teach some of these aspects of writing to beginners with;.,

out worrying about the fact that writing courses may be required

all the way through school into college. Just because mathematics

is complex, we don't hesitate to teach 'dhildren to count in the

pre-school years.

0

Our conclusion then, is that reading and writing are closely

related processes, involving as they do, the decoding and encoding

of the same graphic system. Our major point is that this decoding

and encoding are not symmetrical: they are not simply "reverse'

neuropsychological processes." Certain neural structures are more

crucial to the encbding 44:n to the decoding, and.others' more

crucial to the dedoding. The neurolinguisttc gvidence does not

support the assumption that writing depends on dhe pridr acquisition,

of reading. In certain edUcational settings it may be fruitall'ta

16
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teach,reading before one begins to teach writing,.buestrong

educational arguments can be made for concentrating on writing

first. Sbund educational practice in most settings would be to

teach writing and reading at the same time, but if mastery of the

code is a primary goal, writing (encoding) is the'process 1.2 which .

mastery of the code is the more essential.

1"
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1 An example of this possible overspeculation can be seen in
Cathy Fultz Telzrow's article "The Impact of Brain Development
on Curriculum" (1981) . For instance, she cites the finding that'
"the -majority of human beings have one hemisphere larger than the
other ... and in such cases the larger hemisphere may take over and
minimize the contribution of the other hemisphere," which is a
tremendous oversimplification of the research by Galaburda, et al
(1978) and Witelson (1977) she is drawing on. Also, her thesils
characterizes the right hemliphere with its high level cognitive
skills as a-conceptual, and non-synthetic, and associates right
hemisphere activity with plateaus in learning as opposed to the
periodic,oincreases in learning activity which is presumably re-
lated to increased left hemisphere function. If there is any
evidence which clearly supports these views, it is not cited,
and the a'±gument itself, in its current form, seems to have
obvious gaps.

Endnotes

2 S e, for example, Exploring Speaking-Writing Relationships:
Connecipidns and Contrasts, Barry M Kroll and Roberta J. Vann
(eds.)iUrbana, NCTE,1981.

3 Sean Walmsley, (1982) looks into this issue thoroughly, and
documents the primacy of reading even in basic definitions .of
literacy: PUntil quite recently, the reading field has defined
the notion of literacy almost exclusively in terms of reading,
while regarding-writing either as penmanship and spelling or as
a Language art with the same status as drama and speaking. When
James Allen, former U.S. Commissioner of Education, launched the
national Right-to-Read effort in 1969 he spoke of achieving
national literacy by 1980 but he meant achievement on reading
(c.f. Carroll and Chall, 1975). Until 1978 the National Institute
of Education defined its basic skills research program solely
in terms of reading and arithmetic." (p.2)

4 There are a few reports, however, of spared spelling and letter'
recognition abilities in patients with alexia and agraphia which
will need to be reconciled in the literature. See for example
Rothi and Heilman (1981).
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